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What is IR (Infrared) Photography
Infrared (IR) images are taken using longer wavelength light than is visible by the human eye.

Wavelengths used in infrared photography run from about 700nm to 900nm whereas the visible
spectrum runs from about 380nm to 700nm.

Infrared light is radiated by warm objects – the hotter the surface, the more IR light it emits. IR
can also be reflected. Since they record heat, IR cameras are commonly used in energy audits to
detect warm or cold spots in a building.

How to Take IR Photographs
To take IR photographs, you need to place an IR pass filter in the light path before it hits the
sensor. An IR pass filter is one that passes IR light and blocks other wavelengths to which the
camera is sensitive. By contrast, an IR cut filter blocks IR light and passes visible light. These
filters come with different cutoff wavelengths such as 590nm or 720nm. For the classical IR look,

it is common to use a 720nm filter. Filters with a shorter wavelength cutoff combine some visible
red light with the infrared image.

Previsualizing and Processing IR
It takes some practice to be able to imagine what a scene will look like in IR light. Ultimately the
best way to find a good composition is to look through the viewfinder. However, as a rule of
thumb, IR renders the following as light tones:
•

Clouds (which reflect heat – hence the greenhouse effect)

•

Foliage and other living things (which generate heat via metabolism) – Evergreens usually
show up darker than deciduous trees.

•

Anything warm, like a running motor, an open flame or a rock heated by the sun

And the following as dark tones:
•

Clear blue skies

•

Cold water or ice

•

Tree trunks, buildings, and other non-living things, unless they are heated somehow.

Scenes tend to have less dynamic range in IR than in visible light. Consequently when the light is
too harsh for normal photography it is often ideal for IR photography. It also means you will
probably end up stretching the dynamic range of your images and may also need to add local
contrast enhancement to bring out details. More on this later.
IR images are often noisier as well, so using a good noise reduction filter early in the raw
processing pipeline is often a good idea.

Camera Conversions
Although using an IR pass filter on a normal camera is possible, most cameras have a cover
glass over the sensor that intentionally blocks nearly all IR light from reaching the sensor. Thus,
you will usually need very long exposure times when using an IR filter on an unmodified camera.
To get good results, you need to have a camera body converted for IR – normally this is done by
a mail-in service. If you are interested in getting into IR photography, consider this option the next
time you upgrade to a new camera body instead of selling the old one on eBay. There are several
options when it comes to IR conversions.
1) Replace the cover glass over the sensor with one that passes both IR and visible light.
This lets you continue to use your camera for normal photography although you will need
to use an IR cut filter to block IR light from reaching the sensor and blurring the image. For
IR photography you replace the IR cut filter with an IR pass filter.
2) Replace the cover glass over the sensor with an IR pass filter.
This makes your camera dedicated to IR photography with a specific cutoff wavelength,
but since you are still capturing color information, you can make colored IR photographs.
You will not need an extra filter.

3) Remove the color filter array (CFA) from the sensor and replace the cover glass with one
that passes IR and visible light.
This more extreme option converts your camera to monochrome-only, like a Leica
Mochrom, since every photo site now captures the same wavelengths. You use an IR
pass filter to take black and white IR photographs and an IR cut filter to take black and
white photos with visible light. Removing the color filter array makes the camera a little
more sensitive to light and provides a small but noticeable increase in resolution.
4) Remove the color filter array from the sensor and replace the cover glass with an IR pass
filter.
This is like option 3, except you can only use the camera to take IR photographs with a
specific cutoff wavelength, but you don’t need to use a filter.
Over the past few years, I have had two camera bodies converted to IR.
The first was a Panasonic GH-3 micro four thirds camera that was converted by LifePixel (option
2 with a 720nm filter).
The second was a Sony A7RII that was converted by Monochrome Imaging (option 3). I usually
use an STC, Kolari, or Kase 720nm IR pass clip filter (see below) with this camera so I don’t have
to use a filter on every lens. To shoot regular black and white, I replace the IR pass clip filter with
an IR cut clip filter, although I seldom use this configuration. The clip filters work well, but they do
make it more inconvenient to clean the sensor, and, contrary to what you might think, dust seems
to be able to make its way behind the clip filter. The monochrome Sony A7RII is a much higher
resolution camera than the GH-3 and has produced some very fine results.

STC, Kolari or Kase Clip Filters – these fit inside the camera just in front of the sensor

Focusing
IR light focuses at a slightly differently distance from the lens than visible light. Mirrorless
cameras that use contrast detection autofocus automatically compensate for this difference.
Cameras that use phase detection autofocus will not autofocus IR correctly unless you adjust the
camera to provide the appropriate amount of front or back focus. The conversion service usually
takes care of the adjustment for you, but this can be an issue if you are trying to use the camera
for both normal and IR photography.

Polarizing Filters
Although there are some references to using polarizers for IR on the web, the ones I have tried
had little or no effect at all. Some polarizers incorporate an IR cut filter which makes the IR image
very dark.

Processing Color IR Images
If your camera conversion retains the color filter array, images have a little color to them since the
red, green and blue filters each respond differently to the infrared spectrum. This residual color
can be manipulated to colorize the images, although personally I do not find this effect pleasing.
You will generally need to set a custom white balance for color IR photography to remove the
heavy red cast. Or, you can simply convert the color image to monochrome and render it in the
classical black and white. As a starting point for colorizing the image, you can swap the red and
blue channels (Transformation/Color/Swap Channels) as this makes the sky look a little more
natural:

Out of Camera JPEG

Red and Blue Channels Swapped

Converted to Black and White

Processing RAW files from Monochrome Conversions
If your camera’s color filter array was removed, you will need to use an application such as
Monochrome2DNG to convert your RAW files to monochrome DNG files which you can then
open directly with Picture Window or with a program such as Lightroom or Photoshop.
Unfortunately, DxO Photolab only reads DNG files produced by Adobe so you cannot use it to
open these DNG files. When you export the converted image from Lightroom, the result is a color
image even though it contains no color information, so the first step is to convert it to 16-bit black
and white.

Hot Spots
When you take IR photographs, you may notice a circular area of flare light in the center of the
frame commonly called a hot spot. Hot spots are caused by internal reflections within the lens –
while most modern lenses are well corrected for such reflections in the visible light range, they
may not do as well for IR.
Hot spots are more likely to be a problem when using wide angle lenses, but they also vary
unpredictably in radius and intensity from lens to lens and with focal length and aperture. There
are several web sites that list different lens and evaluate their tendency for hot spots.
If you are trying to build an IR panorama by stitching together multiple images, make sure to
remove the hot spots from each image before stitching them, otherwise you will get multiple hot
spots in the panorama which are much harder to remove.
Here is an example of an unusually bad hot spot that resulted from using a particular wide angle
lens and camera combination that I have since learned to avoid. With most other lenses, central
hot spots are far less obvious. Next to the hot spot version is a corrected version made using
Picture Window’s Hotspot transformation.

Hot spot removal is performed by modeling and then subtracting the flare light from the image.
Picture Window assumes a standard profile for hot spots given their center and radius. While this
works well most of the time, you may have trouble removing some stubborn hot spots completely
if they have an unusual profile. In this case, you can create a custom curve that models the way
the flare light falls off with distance from the center of the hot spot:

Stretching the Dynamic Range
Due to the lower dynamic range and contrast of IR images, the original tonal range frequently
does not run all the way from pure black to pure white and the contrast is low. This can be
corrected using a Brightness Curve transformation.

Increasing Local Contrast
Something else that can be effective on IR images is local contrast enhancement. This can be
done using the Multipass Sharpen transformation (Transformation/Sharpen/Multipass):

Putting It All Together
Since I run almost every IR photo through the same set of transformations, I created a snippet to
record all the steps so they can be applied to other images. This is just a starting point since the
finished image may need some touch-up cloning or speck removal, some dodging and burning
and perhaps some final cropping.
Open the camera file (DNG or converted TIFF file)

Convert from 48-bit color to 16-bit black and white

Remove the central hot spot

Stretch the dynamic range and boost contrast

Local contrast enhancement

Resources
Here are some links to various products, information and services mentioned in this document.
Camera Conversion Services
By searching the web, you can find a number of IR or monochrome conversion services –
check the reviews and prices and make sure your camera is supported before sending it
in.
*Monochrome Imaging
*LifePixel
Kolari Vision
MaxMax
Clip-in IR Filters
*STC
*Kase
*Kolari
Monochrome RAW File Converters
*Monochrome2Dng
Lens Hot Spot Databases
Kolari
Edward Noble
Blue Sky
Photonius

*

Products or services I have used and personally recommend

